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2/1 It is true that the mother said 
Oswald was left-handed, but she 81 one 

CRTC 
said that. There was no left-hand speci-
fication on the rifle order. That is a 
right-handed rifle. No one else to my 
knowledge ever said he was l ft-handed. 
It opuld, of course,l)e important. 
Close -xsminution of those photos 
indicates other reasons for suspecting 
they are f,:kes, but the evidence is by no 
means certain. If you hove a chance, to E, 
for .-xemple, =,t the left elbow in Ex 749 
(the one of the pair without the rifle 
in his hands), and the thickness of the 
neck. Then there i.-, the nose shadow, whicI 
goes straight down while the body shadow 
goes to his right. I he7rp mt, ten en 
original -print of both pictures and em 
not convinced that I can prove they are 
fakes, uch as :id li.c:e to. Thanks a lot. 

be up your way next week, to be on 
VIDE in Hartford and ;.NAti" in Boston, 2/7 
end 2/8, resp. end. possibly to tape for the 
future. 
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